Foundation Warm-Ups
Set #1
First Five Notes

Start and Release

Flute

Oboe

Clarinet

Alto Saxophone

Tenor Saxophone

Baritone Saxophone

Trumpet

Horn - Unison

Horn - Comfortable Range

Trombone/Baritone/Bassoon

Tuba

Percussion

Mallets High

Mallets Low
Long Air!
Tenor Saxophone
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Start and Release

```
T  ---  R
```

Tonguing Practice

```
T  T  T  T  T
```

Connect the Notes

```
- - - - - - - -
```

Essential Patterns

```
- - - - - - - -
```

Essential Patterns Inverted

```
- - - - - - - -
```

Interval Practice #1

```
- - - - - - - -
```

Long Air!

```
- - - - - - - -
```
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Percussion
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Mallets Low
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Start and Release

Tonguing Practice

Connect the Notes

Essential Patterns

Essential Patterns Inverted

Interval Practice #1

Long Air!
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